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I was going to buy the gel ear trainer until I came
across the ear trainer with an inbuilt microphone.
Can you explain what this is and how it works? by
the way in the description you said that you need ear
training for fixing the ear problem, can you tell me
what's the problem and how the ear trainer help
fixing it? @DarthMenech 24-May-18 @ 9:56pm for
fixing the ear problem in the ear trainer, you can try
to do the exercises in this video on the ear trainer or
maybe on youtube. a great trainer which i just got a
week ago and i like it, how it works is as the picture
show, you put the mic into the ear canal and use it to
play the training track that you can set. you can play
or stop the music on the trainer when you feel that
your ear hurts. the ear trainer has the power of
batteries so it will last for at least one hour of
playing. the trainer can help your ears to adjust the
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ear drum and reduce the roaring sound inside your
ear. @DarthMenech 24-May-18 @ 9:57pm I got a
problem with my ear as well. My left ear sometimes
feels really dizzy and tired, i can only lay down and
still cant sleep. I've googled and tried to fix it myself,
but no result. I've done ear training before with the
foam ear trainer and it seemed to be working but i
didn't know it was that good. After i got this ear
trainer, i was super impressed with it and i really love
the way it feels. It feels much better than the foam
ear trainer. This ear trainer also has 3 functions
which i really love. The first one is that you can turn
on/off the ear trainer from the app with just one
button. It's really easy to do, you just have to press on
the app and press on the button
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